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Abstract - The communication deals with E-Commerce in the backdrop of Information Technology Act, 2000.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade of twentieth century, we heard a hue & cry about ECommerce. Experts estimated that in future ECommerce transactions would overtake conventional transactions throughout the world. A vast employment
opportunity of E-Commerce-personnel was also expected. In commensurate with the actions of other countries,
Govt. of India enacted Information Technology Act, 2000 to facilitate E-Commerce transactions, inter alia other
objectives. University Grant Commission (UGC) in its model syllabus (2001) suggested that B.Com. (E-Commerce)
and M.Com.(E-Commerce) may be introduced by the Colleges/Universities. This new area is a deviation from our
conventional subjects since it involves some technicalities. Yet it is we, who will have to adopt this subject. The
UGC model curriculum (2001) for commerce courses emphasizes the same point.
II. E-COMMERCE CONCEPT
In a broad sense Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) includes not only Internet commerce but also transactions
through other electronic medium. In other words it can be described as(1) Transaction between a company and its customers i.e. buying and selling of goods, services and information
(including after-sale service and support);
(2) Exchange of structured busines information between two or more companies, e.g. Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI); and
(3) internal commerce involving work flow reengineering, product and service customization, Supply Chain
Management (SCM) etc; by using electronic devices. Electronic devices used for E-Commerce are – (i) Bar Code
Machines, (ii) Vending Machines, (iii) Telephone & Telegraphs (iv) Fax (v) Television (vi) Stand alone Computers
(vii) Computer Network (viii) Internet, WWW & E-mail. When Internet is used as the medium of transaction, it is
called Internet Commerce (I-Commerce). At present the words E-Commerce and I-Commerce have become
synonymous. It is because the concept of E-Commerce became popular only during the Internet era, although it was
in practice for decades. In future, with the convergence of communication technologies, E-Commerce can be
accomplished through any of the networks that make up the Information Superhighway (I-way).
III. TYPES OF E-COMMERCE
3.1. One way of classifying E-Commerce is based on parties involved in the transaction. Major types are mentioned
below:
• Business to Customers (B2C)
• Business to Business (B2B)
• Government to Business (G2B)
• Government to Citizens (G2C)
• Academic Institutions to Students (AI2S)
The name of a type indicates the parties involved in that type of Ecommerce transactions. It may be noted that this
list is not exhaustive.
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3.2. Other way of classifying E-Commerce is based on whether Internet is used or other electronic devices are used
for transactions. On this basis we can classify them as (a) Non-Internet Based E-Commerce, and (b) Internet Based
ECommerce. Discussion on these follows:
3.2.1. Non-Internet Based E-Commerce
There are many electronic devices, other than Internet, which are used for the purpose of E-Commerce. For example
(i) Bar-Code Machines, (ii) Vending Machines, (iii) Telephone & Telegraphs (iv) Fax (v) Television (vi) Stand
alone Computers (vii) Computer Network etc. Transactions made through the devices mentioned here, are easy to
understand except the use of Computer Network for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). A discussion on EDI
follows.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)- This is a business-to-business (B2B) type of ECommerce. EDI is the computerto-computer exchange of structured business information in standard electronic format. Information stored in one
computer is translated by software programs into standard EDI format for transmission to one or more trading
partners. Trading partner’s computer, in turn, translates the information using software programs into a form they
can understand. There is no human involvement in the processing of the information. EDI was developed in the
1960s. However only in the 1980s, wide range of industries started using this technique. Organizations adopting JIT
(Just In Time) purchasing, may be much benefited if they adopt EDI. With the help of EDI, the supplier constantly
gets information of stock position of the customer(s) on line. On the basis of such information the supplier can
supply goods just in time. Let us suppose that a chicken farm has many outlets in a city, which sells varieties of
chicken based products. If the main office has a computer network with EDI facility with its outlets, it can easily
monitor stock position of the outlets. Whenever stock position of a particular item in an outlet reaches reorder level,
the main office computer will automatically initiate the reorder process. Thus it reduces time and expense of
paperwork. Besides this, EDI is also used in international trade, electronic fund transfer (EFT) between supplier and
customer via banker, insurance claim settlement etc. If properly used, EDI can save a substantial amount of cost
involved in transaction processing.
Supply Chain Management (SCM)- As a part of internal E-commerce, Supply Chain Management is a landmark
concept in inventory management. JIT inventory management is no doubt beneficial but still it is only a part of the
overall Supply Chain Management. On the other hand SCM is an integrated approach which involves- supplier
management, inventory management, distribution management and payment management. SCM considers that
instead of treating these as separate functions, a holistic view is needed. Organisations are experiencing that if they
have to respond to the needs of the fast changing world; cross function integration and use of information &
communication technology is a must. All the functions in SCM are done electronically. SCM software solutions are
also available in the market.
3.2.2. Internet Based E-Commerce (I-Commerce)
By Internet Commerce we mean the use of the global Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) for commerce. With
the advent of Internet & Website (World Wide Web), being the all-pervasive communication tools, scope of
Ecommerce has increased manifold. At present it is the most powerful distribution channel amongst all the
channels. For these reasons the term I-Commerce has become synonymous with the term E-Commerce. In the
forthcoming paragraphs, we will use these two terms alternatively. In this context a basic idea about Ecommerce
website is essential.
E-Commerce websites- If Internet is viewed as Information Highway (I-way), then websites are information
storehouses located on the highway. Websites must be developed and hosted on the Internet. Then only it will be
accessible from any part of the world. All websites do not have the facility of E-Commerce. For E Commerce
facility, a special type of website has to develop called E-Commerce websites. These websites enable online
advertisement, online supply of information about the product/service, online placement of order, online supply of
order (in case of digital products only), online billing, and also online payment for the product/service through credit
card/debit card.
Major Advantages of I-Commerce
a) Easy access to global market- Through Internet, a seller can reach all the customers in the world simultaneously
cutting across the geographical and time barrier. Of course there must be Internet facility at the customer’s end.
b) Reduction in distribution costs- It establishes direct link between the customers and the suppler. Commission paid
to middlemen is done away with. Moreover, cost of documentation, transportation cost (in case of digital products
only) and cost of collection from customers are negligible.
c) Time saving- A transaction can be completed in a few seconds without physically reaching out to the customer.
Moreover there is no office hour in case of I-Commerce transactions. A customer also need not visit the place of the
supplier. He/she can make transaction seating in his/her home/office.
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d) Building customer relationship- For business success, building long term relation with the customers is a must.
Internet is a good medium to build this relationship. Regular feedback from the customers can easily be obtained
with the help of e-mail. After sales service becomes easy through Internet.
I-Commerce Value Chain
Value chain means a chain of adding value to the product. ‘Total Value Chain’ consists of adding value in each
stage starting from processing of raw material to after sales service. I-Commerce value chain is a part of the ‘Total
Value Chain’, which starts from advertising. It is mentioned below:
Attract → Interact → Act → React
Attract involves attraction of customers through sales promotion
Interact involves negotiation with prospective customers
Act involves order processing, delivery & realization of payments
React involves after sales service on the basis of feed back from customers.
IV. NETWORK SECURITY
Network in general and the Internet in particular suffers from severe security risk. Therefore, for proper functioning
of E-Commerce, security is of prime importance. Only known and reliable customers/business partners are to be
allowed access to database in case of EDI. On the other hand, if the I-commerce transaction is on credit, only a
genuine customer’s order is to be processed. To ensure this, mechanisms like data encryption using various
cryptographic methods, digital signature, password, encrypted Smart Card, bio-matrices, firewall etc. are used. The
Information technology Act, 2000 has defined digital
V. ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEM
In I-commerce, customers are generally unknown and may be from any part of the world. Naturally payments are to
be ensured first before delivery of goods and services. Payments are made through Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT).
Electronic payment may be made through Debit Card, Credit Card, Electronic Cash, and Electronic Cheques etc.
Electronic Payment System is not free from risk. Only a well designed electronic payment system can minimize the
risk. Other problems associated with payments are currency and taxation issues.
VI. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT, 2000
6.1. Background of Information Technology Act, 2000
♦ United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) adopted a model law on Electronic
Commerce in 1996.
♦ The United Nations in 1997 recommended that all member countries should give favourable consideration to that
model law.
♦ In India the Information Technology Act was passed in 2000, based on the model law. Date of commencement of
the Act- 17.10.2000. It is a landmark Act in the direction of boosting E-commerce in India.
6.2. Salient Features
1. The Act simultaneously amended the following Acts# The Indian Penal Code Act, 1860;
# The Indian Evidence Act, 1872;
# The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934;
# The Banker’s Book Evidence Act, 1891.
2. Gave legal recognition to electronic records (Section 4 of the Act)
3. Gave legal recognition to digital signatures (Section 5 of the Act)
4. Provided for Certifying Authorities and Subscribers in connection with digital signature (Section 17 to 42 of the
Act)
5. Made provision for penalties for cyber offences (Section 43 to 47 of the Act)
6. Established Cyber Appellate Tribunal (Section 48 to 64 of the Act)
7. Listed cyber offences (Section 65 to 78 of the Act).
6.3. Digital Signature
Role of digital signature in E-Commerce security system is highly important. For this reason the Information
Technology Act, 2000 has made detailed provision on digital signature.
Section 2(1)(p) of the Act has defined digital signature as – “digital signature means authentication of any electronic
record by a subscriber by means of an electronic method or procedure in accordance with provisions of Section 3”.
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Section 3(2) states, “The authentication of the electronic record shall be effected by the use of asymmetric crypto
system and hash function which envelop and transform the initial electronic record into another electronic record”.
Section 2(1)(f) defines ‘asymmetric crypto system’, as – “asymmetric crypto system means a system of a secure key
pair consisting of a private key for creating digital signature and a public key to verify the digital signature”, Section
2(1)(zc) and Section 2(1)(zd) defines ‘private key’ and ‘public key’ as - “private key means the key of a key pair
used to create digital signature” and “public key means the key of a key pair used to verify a digital signature and
listed in the digital Signature Certificate”. It may be noted that digital signature is unlike a conventional signature. It
is nothing but transformation of an electronic record into another electronic record with the help of private key. In
this connection let us discuss about cryptography.
Cryptography- In Greek, it means secret writing. It is the science of codification, which converts a normal text into
junk characters (known as cipher text). The process of coding is called encryption and the process of decoding is
called decryption. Encryption and decryption is done through software. These software are called Public Key and
Private Key. Private Key is kept secret and the Public Key is made public.
Explanation to Section 3(2) states, “hash function means an algorithm mapping or translation of one sequence bits
into another, generally a smaller set, known as ‘hash result’ such that an electronic record yields the same hash result
every time the algorithm is executed with the same electronic record as its input making it computationally
infeasible – (a) to derive or reconstruct the original electronic record from the hash result produced by the algorithm;
(b) that two electronic records can produce the same hash result using the algorithm.” In short, it can be said that the
process of digital signature involves the converting electronic record into secret code first, and then translating the
codes into a small number by applying a formula. Each licensed Subscriber uses unique secret code and formula,
which is known to him only. This is done through private key. Based on private key techniques, public key is
designed.
VII. CONCLUSION
E-commerce can bring immense benefit both to the buyers and the sellers. But it has not developed to the level as
was envisaged. It is because it is not free from problems. These are, security problem, poor spread of Internet
facility, lack of face-to-face contact, taxation problem, problem of intellectual property right violation etc. Some of
these problems have been addressed by enactment of laws.We are confident that all the problems will be addressed
in course of time and it will become most popular mode of commerce.
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